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Bill Alert provides a comprehensive alerting service for Bill 
information in all Australian jurisdictions. You can monitor any 
or all changes to a Bill and receive email alerts relating to each 
stage of a Bill as it passes through Parliament.

Bill Alert provides: 

• A completely configurable alerting service for Bills, which 
allows you to control the number of notifications you receive, 
Bill by Bill. For Bills that are important to you, you will be  
sent an email alert each time the Bill passes through a new 
stage. Alternatively, you can monitor certain Bills for only  
the information you want to receive, such as introduction  
and assent. 

• Email alerts on the stages of a Bill, including a complete history 
of a Bill’s passage through Parliament.

• Improved searching on current Bill information, allowing 
you to conduct a more targeted search and quickly find the 
information you are looking for.

Bill Alert is automatically available to everyone with a Lawlex 

Premium subscription. Sign in to lawlex.com.au to start using this 
feature immediately. 

RELEASE SUMMARY

Bill Search

The new Advanced Search features allows for  
a guided search with various search criteria and 
filter options. Summary Bill information can  
be found under Quick Search (previously called 
Bill Tracking). 

Bill Alert 
Profile

A new Bills tab in Legislative Alert Profile allows 
you to select, and configure email notifications for, 
principal and amending Bills. 

Bill Alert 
Email

Bill Alert emails provide information relating 
to each stage of a Bill as it progresses through 
Parliament.

BILL SEARCH

A new link on the Lawlex Premium homepage, called Bill Search, 
provides both Quick Search and Advanced Search options.

Quick Search, previously known as Bill Tracking, provides Bill 
information in a given year. You can now select any number of 
jurisdictions to include in your search.

The new Advanced Search feature allows for a guided search with 
various search criteria and filter options, including:

• Bill status

• Bill type 

• Date range (for various stages)
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You are still able to search for Bills in a legislation search. However, 
the advanced search feature in Bill Search allows you to enter more 
specific details about the Bill, making it easier and faster to find what 
you are looking for.

Search results are listed in alphabetical order, and provide 
information about a Bill’s progress through Parliament, from 
introduction to assent. 

You can now easily see the Bill’s status to the right of the 
Bill title, showing whether it is Current, Awaiting Assent, 
Assented or Failed.

BILL ALERT PROFILE

You are now able to receive email alerts for all stages of a Bill as it 
progresses through Parliament, with the ability to configure alerts 
for the stages that are most applicable to you. 

This feature has been integrated into the Legislative Alert Profile 
process, so that you can easily manage your selections in one place. 
For users with a profile already set up, you won’t need to change 
anything about the current set up – Bills will automatically appear 
in your Legislative Alert Profile (explained below). Users with no 
profile set up can create their profile according to the instructions 
on the Lawlex Premium Alert Profile quick reference guide, which is 
available for download on the Lawlex Premium homepage.

Access Bill profile information from the Bills link on the Lawlex 
Premium homepage, or from the Bills tab in Legislative Alert Profile.

The Bills tab lists both principal and amending Bills. Principal Bills 
indexed into your ticked Subjects of Interest will be automatically 
selected, and you will be sent a Bill Alert each time the Bill passes 
through a new stage.

All amending Bills progressing through Parliament can also be 
viewed in the Bills tab. Filter the list by jurisdiction as needed, to 
limit the number of Bills appearing. As there are a large number of 
amending Bills in progress at any one time, you can choose the Bills 
that are of interest to you, then customise the notification frequency 
for each Bill.

CONFIGURING THE EMAIL ALERT FREQUENCY OF BILLS

You can modify the notification frequency for Bill Alerts in the  
Bills tab. 

The default setting is to be sent a Bill Alert each time the Bill passes 
through a new stage. This can be configured, per Bill, to suit your 
requirements. 

An Alert Stages link appears next to each Bill title, allowing you to 
set your email notification frequency for each Bill. You can select the 
stages at which you want to be notified, and for a principal Bill you 
can choose to add the legislation to your profile once the Bill has 
been assented. Amending Bills (and any other amending legislation) 
cannot be added to your profile. 
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BILL ALERT EMAIL

You will continue to receive introduction and assent email alert 
summaries as normal, according to your Subjects of Interest and 
Legislation selections. If you have selections in the Subjects of 
Interest, Legislation, and Bills tabs, you will receive both Lawlex 
Alerts and Bill Alerts.

A Lawlex Legislative Alert contains summaries of new and amended 
legislation, with links to primary information sources.

A Bill Alert contains information about the stage(s) that a Bill has 
passed through.

The table below explains what a user can expect to receive, 
according to their profile selections, from Lawlex Alert and Bill Alert.

BROWSER SUPPORT

To ensure optimal performance when using lawlex.com.au we 
recommend using the latest versions of Internet Explorer (11), 
Firefox, Chrome and Safari.

FURTHER INFORMATION

If you have any queries about Bill Alert, feel free to ring Customer 
Service on 131 242 or email info.regulatory@saiglobal.com. 
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